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A COMPARISON OF
TWO SCREEN PICTURES
"TI1E PATRIOT" AND "THE
SHRINE OF HAPPINESS" A

THANKSGIVING

CONTRAST

44

too often, incompetent persons are ap
pointed to hold such elections in the
various precincts. It is often the case
that juages of the election cannot read
or write and are for such lack of accomplishment incompetent to fill such
positions. Such conditions continually
render ample reasons and grounds for
election contests which the laws fully
provide for; but which, it would seem,
should be rendered unnecessary and
very improbable by strictly lawful
procedure in the conduct of all elections which are intended to reflect the
will and voice of the people and not
the particular interests of the few.
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UNITED STATES WILL

INSIST ON DEMANDS
RIGHT TO SEND TROOPS ACROSS
BORDER TO CHASE BANDITS
MUST BE RECOGNIZED OR ALL

NEGOTIATIONS ARE OFF
The "Shrine of Happiness" with
On next Thursday,' November 30, Thanksgiving Day, an old fashJackie Saunders as the "star" at the
ioned Thanksgiving Service is to be conducted at the Baptist Church.
Atlantic City, N. J., Nov. 20. Louis
Mission last Saturday evening was a
Cabrera and his colleagues on the
through
receive
the
efforts
Clayton,
people
The
treat
this
of
to
are
of
picture-pla- y
worth while. With the
n
joint commission,
Rev. J. Q. Herrín, who was the originator of the idea, and to the
exception of the one tragedy scene,
will be formally told tomorrow by
hearty
of the other pastors, of the town. This is to be
which could easily have been avoided
Secretary of the Interior Lane, chairwith a iar more interesting outcome,
a Union service and all the churches will participate. Special music
man of the American commission, on
very best, high-cla. it is one of the
what terms an agreement providing
has been arranged for, which will be given by the, High School Glee
pictures ever filmed. It is sprinkled
for the withdrawal of the American
THREATENING IS ATTI- Club, under the direction of Mjss Chamberlain. Rev. H. Richmond
here and there with just enough compunitive expedition and the protection
TUDE OF LABOR
Mills, D. D., will deliver the sermon and has taken for his subject,.
edy to heighten the life and effect of
of life and property along the interthe story taken as a whole. The
"The Causes of Thanksgiving."
national border may be reached.
simplicity of .the beautiful Marie in
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 21. AffiliaThis is the first service of this kind that has been given in this
Fortified by the assurance of Presthe home of the bachelor brothers,
tion of the members of the American ident Wilson,
town
people
bethe
Clayton,
that he will back the
and
of
irrespective
of
denomination
or
old
was
whom
time
an
the elder of
Federation of Labor and the four big American representatives
in their efliefs should make a special effort to attend this service and show
friend of her father, who dying sent
brotherhoods for effecting the general forts to reach a
of the
settlement
and
is
natural
her to his friend, is
their appreciation of the efforts of those who are doing their best
betterment of labor was urged today quesions at issue between Mexico
and
brought out by "Jackie" with pleasing
before the federation convention here the United States, Secretary Lane reo make the service entertaining as well as educational. It should be
days,
school
the
effect. After her
by the brotherhoods and President
the duty of every citizen to take an active pat in this service, attend
turned late' today. He immediately
force of which brings to view wholeSamuel A. Gompers. Delegates who went into conference with Dr.
and
devotedly
J. E.
blessings
"God"
thank
for
the
prosperity
and
bestowed
some characteristics in the foreground
crowded the hall cheered
all the Mott and Judge George Gray, the oth'
on us, both as individuals and community.
of life in the career of beautiful Marie,
speakers enthusiastically. "We must er American commissioners, informing
the triangular sacrifices in the lives
hang together or we wil hang sepa- them in detail of the conference he
had
of the three begin to evolve, and,
rately," W. G. Lee, spokesman for the had at Washington Saturday with the
through intricate, but natural, plot
brotherhoods and head of the Rail- president. The formal meeting with
A DRAMATIC CRITICISM
with pleasing, rational detail, continue
THOSE ELECTION
road Trainmen declared.
the Mexicans will take place tomor(Washington Star)
to a happy ending for all. Such screen
"It is a great comfort to know, row.
IRREGULARITIES
edThey
while.
are
stories are worth
President Gompers said, "that the
The atmosphere of uncertainty and
The late Richard Harding
Davis
ucational and uplifting and are really
time is not far distant when the great
even
pawas once talking about the decay of
what ninety per cent of photoplay
It seems almost an impossibility to brotherhoods will be a part of the Am parenthopelessness, which has been apfor many weeks was entirely
trons want and appreciate. There are American letters.
in Union erican Federation of Labor."
have elections conducted
lacking
tonight. The Americans ap"We have no great "writers
any
no longer any thrills in the tragedies
Mr. Lee explained that the laws of peared confident
county strictly upon "the square" and
that the end of the
of human life, Stories that tend to more," he said, "because great writthe brotherhoods now prevent an of conference is in sight. Their propoing is frowned down on by publishers according to the provision of the statuplift in life, rather than a down-puficial affiliation with the federation un sitions have been erduced to writing
utes. Reports are coming in of all
to tragedy and death, are what the and critics alike.
til after their convention is held but and it is understood, will admit of litpeople want. In doleful, painful con"The publisher and the critic, when sorts of irregularities and some at- he insisted that between now and that
tle debate.
trast is the story of "The Patriot" in confronted with a piece of great writ- tempted frauds where none were ex- time, the organization could
Cabrera Optimistic
which William S." Hart, the .great ing, act exactly like the tin can editor
with the same purpose as if they
pected. For instance, in one precinct,
The Mexicans appeared not to take
screen actor, was the star. "The Pa- when he came to criticse a performofficially
affiliated.
He
also
were
made
it is reported that as the counting of
a pessimistic view of the situation, Mr.
triot" starts out well and is true to ance of 'Hamlet.'
it plain that the brotherhoods were not Cabrera again assuring
proceeded
newspaper
was
ballots
the
and
found
it
life up to the episode in which the man
"'In this piece,' the editor began,
bringing their
day "troubles" men
that he was very hopeful of ffn
who had fought for, and been betray- 'there is too much chinning.' The au that certain candidates were not re- to the federation
for support.
amicable adjustment There was no
ed by the agent of his country and thor is behind the times, and forgets ceiving the expected majorities, the
am
anarchist
enough, how evidence, however, that he was preabout
"I
agent of its system of legalized usurp- that what the people want nowadays ballot box was kicked around on the
ever, he said, "to say that we are go pared to recede from his position so
ation, supplanting and robbery, de- is thrilling situations, brilliant detec- floor until' the baftots were scattered
ing to work for the
day for all long maintained, that agreement of
termines to go to Mexico, join the tive work and pretty girls. In the about on the floor and again picked up
we can't get it peace the plan of the Americans was out
classes.
If
bandits and betray his country. From hands of an up to date playwright a and returned to the box after a shot
ably, we will fight for it."
of the question:
that point to the end the episodes are sleuth would have been put on the had been fired at it In another pre
President Gompers said:
Whether Ignacio Bonillas and Almere vagaries in blunderland, and, trail of Ham's uncle and the old man cinct it is reported that every ballot
"We expect that the railroad broth- berto J. Pani, the other members of
though Hart fails in nothing assigned would have been hunted down in a cast was mutilated in a manner which
to
him, the balance of the story appeals way to lift the gallery gods right out destroys the secrecy of the ballot and erhoods will on January 1 next, in- the commission, were prepared
work-da- y
.
A
Aft.
and I afanrl wj
V.
oltnn IUUIU
only to the most primitve and unedu- of their boots. The "moral of the piece this systematically done. In another augurate the
uc ue
mi. vnuicia
cated, unthinking minds. The intrigue is not good. The scene where Hamlets precinct, the judges could not unlock think I can trully say to you that temined. They have besn disposed of
with the Mexican bandits, an impos- sasses his old mother sets a very bad the box so as to proceed to canvass whatever arises, whatever betides, late to agree with, the Americans on
sible episode for the transaction of a example to the rising generation. Our and count the ballots and make up the you have the undivided support of the the plan suggested and it was the op"patriot," the death of little "Bobbie's" advice to the author is a little more returns and were ordered to bring the organized working men and women position of Mr. Babrara thnt prevented
mother just in the nick of time, and action, a lot more sentiment and a box to Clayton where the "master as represented by the American Fed- a settlement. There was ?ome reason
tonight to believe tha Mr. Cabrera had
for no other purpose or reason than, spice of variety business in his next key" to the situation could be obtained eration of Labor."
won them over to an agreement to
"
money
betraypiece.'
of
power
is
who
"When
the
give
the
patriot,"
"the
to
and the judges .canvassed and counted
ttand with him.
in
attempt
to
United
failed
the
States
ing his country, just think of such
Clayton
in
a
with not
the ballots
Fees
For
October
Auto
corrupt
rewhen
and
The plan to be placed before the
to
the electorate
their
inconsistency an opportunity
single voter of the precinct present
by
upset
plans
Mexicans
of
otes
will contain nothing that is
were
the
the
pent, the display of military or rather
outside themselves.
Santa Fe. Nov., 21. The October
action, the final vic1, Clayton, it is citizenship of the United States, the new to them. It has been gone over
number
precinct
In
by
tory of the American forces over a collection from automobile fees
claimed that twenty-fiv- e
or thirty legal capitalists showed their colors. They in sesions of the joint commission
Lucero,
Antonio
State
Secretary
handful of ordinary bandits, the resvoters were denied their right of fran- met and gave out a declaration on t me and again and wiil not require a
$1,(518, while for the first
cue of little "Bobbie" by the repentant, amounted to
chise while others who wore
chal that they were going to antagonize 'oi g explanation.
the year they totaled
of
months
ten
redeemed "patriot," and his final eslenged were allowed to vote indis every effort put forth by organized laWithdrawal Not in Issue
income from
cape to the mountains with little $47,477.78. The annual
The question at issue is not the
criminately,
one of whom, being per bor. .But men of wealth I say to you,
will
"Bobbie" in his arms on a government this source of revenue this year
sistently challenged, was told, upon be careful how far you go. There is a withdrawal of General Pershing's
reach
$50,000.
.
double
act
of
his
horse as the reward
displaying a straight democratic ticket limit to even human endurance. You troops. They will bo called back
of perfidy, first to the forces of his
to the judges of election, by one of the throw down the gaunlet and wc ac when the American government is
Dies From Blow in Neck
native country and second to the Mexjudges, to vote the ticket and if he cept the challenge. When the time convinced that it can be done without
Santa Fe, Nov. 21. A blow in the lost his job for so voting to apply to comes it will be another case of "lay jeopardizing .the safety of
ican bandits are all cheap appeals to
the border.
in the
the poorest, weakest' spots in the hu- ncek, while wrestling resulted
the judges of election for relief. Sev- on MacDuff, and damned be he who The more debatable question is the
a
Rael,
merchant
Fraincisco
of
and yet the people, who death
man make-up- ;
method of controlling the border afboxes did not have the re- first cries enough.' "
aged eral of the
W. S. Carter, president of the ter they have been taken out. The
expect higher and better things of on the Agua Fria road. He was
election judges in them
the
of
turns
A
photoplay producers and help to main 50 vears and a ntive of Cnta Fe.
when unlocked, the returns of some Brotherhood of Railway Fireman and Mexicans will not be permitted to
daughter
sur
sons
and
a
two
widow,
tain the industry by their patronage,
having been sent to Santa Fe, and Engine Men, declared in a speech that place restrictions on the manner in
will take place
funeral
The
vive.
by
the danger that confronts all working which the American government will
not
the
exhibitor
upon,
imposed
are
by express to Clayton.
Guadalupe church tomorrow others
who is also imposed upon, but by the from
present regime of elec people today is the "coercion or sub- protect its border, nor on the manner
the
Under
officiating.
producers whose story titles are too with Father Besset
tion procedure in Union county, irreg ordination of the public press by the in which it will punish marauding
bandits.
ften misleading and deceptive. Wilularities and frauds are not only pos- master class."
OF THANKS
"The coming of penny paper," he
liam S. Hart is a wonder in screenland, PROGRAM
sible, but probable and, it would seem,
The Mexicans have objected seri
GIVING SERVICE
hut his own native screenland, in such
invited to "walk right in, sit right added, "has t'.o.-.- more than thinking ously to acknowledging the right of
Inductions as "The Patriot," is trai- To Be Held at Baptist Church, Thurs- - down and make themselves at home." else to put the press under the domi- the international boundary in pursuit
tor to his screen capabilities, reducThe clerk of the board of county com- nation of advertisers. Unfortunately of bandits, but have been more insis- day, Morning at 11:09 O'Clock
ing the exponent of his screen powers
missioners holds the "master key" to labor has but little to do with adver- - ent that in case troops are sent they
te the lowest possible-figurein Union county; the lsing practically an tne advertise- be moved subject to certain restric
Hymn
- Congregation every ballot-bo- x
there- ments come from the master class." tions.
county
commissioners,
of
board
When the Mexican commisInvocation.
GRAY LUMBER YARDS SOLD
Ladies Quartette fore, through their clerk, holds the
Special Music
sioners leave here it will be with the
"master key" to the official election WAS LOOKING FOR MEXICAN
Reading of Proclamation.
realization that American forces will
T. A. Gray sold his lumber yards at
TO KILL AND FOUND ONE be used to run down any raiding band
Mrs. W. W. Rixey returns from every precinct in the
Solo
Saturday
Dora,
and
Mt.
last
Clayton
county and when any of these are
Reading of Scripture
Magdalena, N. M., Nov. 18. With that crosses the border into the United
to the Star Lumber Company of LibRev. G. B. Kellcms, personally, in addition to hieing poregardless of where they may
go
remark, "I am looking for a Mex Slates
into
now
will
the
the
eral, Kansas, and
Congregation litically, interested in the outcome of
to
go or how long they may have
have
Hymn
g
ican to kill," Tom O'Neil, a cook liv
business on his big "
Rev. D. H. Holland an election there is furnished a temn-tatio- n
to stay in Mexico.
Prayer
M.
Giron,
la
a
to
up
g
walked
here,
section farm and ranch, 27 miles Special Music
that is clearly apparent to all
Girls Glee Club
It was rogarded here tonight as not
Tom says
borer, Friday night shortly after mid
southwest of Clayton.
in
suspicion
this
of
fact
because
Thanksgiving"
and
of
Causes
Sermon "The
improbable
warning
that a delay might be
any
other
night, and without
that cattle and farm products look
Rev. H. Richmond Mills the minds of thousands of people at
desire of the Mexicans
Giron
the
by
caused
through
the
heart.
be
him
shot
sales,
lumber
him
o
than
.bettert
Congregation once arises and, though in many inHymn
known,
is
to communicate futher with General
died instantly. So far as
they ever so good.
Rev. G. G. Elder stances without justifiable foundaRenediction
any
previous
been
Carranza. Mr. Cabrera said he and
not
had
there
in the community are cordially tion, too often with justifiable grounds
All
Dead
Republican
Prominent
trouble between the two men. The his colleagues would report new deinvited to attend this service. Out of which afterward unfold under the
If time is taken for the
on West Main velopments.
blesslight of investigation. These condi killing took place
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 21. Chester grateful hearts for the many
report the new situation
to
saloon
Mexicans
West
and
the
street,
between
they
do
should not exist, but
A. Congdon of Duluth, republican na-ti- ings of the year let us return unto tions
the corral of the Ranch Supply com- to their chief and for him to reply,
Union county.
committeeman from Minnesota, he Lord the praise and thanksgiving exist at least in
section of it is possible nothing may be dona
Another thing connected with the pany, in the main business
élci at a local hotel today, after an due onto His name, and worship the
town.
until Saturday.
.
elections everywhere is the fact that, the
Lord in the beauty of holiness.
illness of two weeks, with pleurisy.
ss
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Union County I'arr.urs, Livewires
National Orpanurr at the Helm
With a phenomenal growth to its
.credit an addition of over 100 new
members of late a total oí about BOO
in the County, and a heart for anything, the Farmers Society of Equity
of Union County is now engaged in a
gigantic campaign for capital stock
and mpre members.
J. A. McCune, Mgr. of the Equity
Store is County secretary, and it is
largely thru his efforts that Equity
"looks good" to the farmers. W. H.
Lindsey the County President and organiser has also been constantly on
the job since the inception of Equity
here, and these two men have indebted
the farming community to themselves
in helping the farmers to better markets.
At the recent County convention
fcere it was decided to incorporate and
Issue shares of stock . The business
n
had so far
the meager assets available that the Society was
forced to take a larger view of the situation if it remained effective.
Accordingly it was agreed that the
officers should take the matter up
with the National Headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind.
The net result of the agitation is
that H. G. Morris, National Organizer
and Market Director, has been in
Union County for a week on a special
stock campaign. Mr. Morris is a
farmer himself with property in Idaho
and for several years has given much
attention to
work. He
las formerly State Organizer of Idaho, and Field Deputy for the great
district of the Farmers Society of Equity. Mr. Morris relates that last year alone thru their
Central Clearing House at Pocatello,
Idaho, which operates for 30 County
Clearing Houses, their fanners handled 600 cars of coal, 14 cars of twine,
'41 cars of sax and 97 cars of implements and machinery; also many cars
of wire fencing.
Their Equity Gulf Coast section
handled over a
dollars
worth of tomatoes alone, and a like
amount of other commodities.
The Minnesota and Pennsylvania
districts as well as others, experienced
tremendous business.
The Equity plan of putting the
lamer to work in a real business way
is responsible for this splendid record.
out-grow-

Inter-Mounta-

in

half-milli-

Doughnut!"
"Any time you want real
-E

pnoaies use calumet linking
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PE IT ENACTED BY THE TRUSMr. Morrs sees here in Un'on county, the same possibilities for tremcn-duou- s TEES OF THE VILLAGE OF CLAY
and TON
success thru
Sec. 1 That the profile oí the
under the present efficient administration of Manager McCune and Organ- streets and avenues now plotted and
izer Lindsey he looks for full fruitiori laid out within the foundries of the village of Clayton, as reeommended and
of all the society's hopes.
The first big thing done here by Eq- , adopted by the hoard of trustees, are
uity was to secure a live County Farm hereby approved and adopted as offiAgent, and Mr. Beaty is doing a fine cial, and the grade lines and grade ele- work. He is vitally alive to the needs 'vations shown thereon in detail, are
of the farmers and is a consistant hereby adopted and established
the
!
srti-mtA OMWSJ)
an1
rrH Aam Vt BU
booster for Equity.
SHW
v!4t. 111 glHUEO
When the local people sent their avenues. That profiles showing the
delegation to Albuquerque on Federal grade lines and grade elevations are
Farm Loan Bank business, the Equity so herein adopted and established.
Sec. 2 That the engineer for the
saw to it thnt the farmer was represented by men who are thoroly in board of trustees of the village of
sympathy with farmers and their dif- Clayton, is hereby required, and It is
ficulties. They acordingly sent Atty., hereby made his duty to file said proA. J. McDonald and Co. Agent Orrin files in the office of the Village Clerk
as soon as the same is certified to by
Beaty.
The organization has so far helped the proper officials, and thereafter it
to stabilize the farmers markets here shall become the duty of the village
and has handled shingles, posts, coal, clerk to preserve the same as a part of
apples, spuds, broomcorn, beans, sacks the records of his office..
Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take
and twine. Wire and salt are being ordered now.
effect and be inn force and effect,
Mr. Morris will remain here until upon its final passage, approval and
the campaign is finished, with the ex- publication as required by law.
ception of a few days while he and
Passed and approved this 14th day
Messrs. McCune, Lindsey and Morri- of November, 1916.
son attend the Nat'l Convention of the
T. H. Rixey, Mayor.
Farmers Society of Equity in Kansas
Attest M. R. Jones, Clerk.
City, the 14th and 15th of December.
ORDINANCE NO. 84
Four local meetings have been held
An ordinance adopting the profiles
so far in the county and several thouof the streets and avenues in the Vilsand dollars have been subscribed.
We hope to have an article in next lage of Clayton Union County, New
issue by Mr. Morris concerning the Mexico, and fixinur and establishinsr
work of Equity in other large dis- the grade lines and grade elevations
as shown on the official drawings on
tricts.
file at the Village office.
WHEREAS, the board of trustees of
WOULD HAVE ELECTION
BY POPULAR VOTE the Village of Clayton did by resolution, adopt on the 14th day of NovemPortland, Ore., Nov. 19. Senator ber, 1916, approve and adopt the proGeorge A. Chamberlain, who left to files of the streets and avenues, in
night for Washington, announced that the Village of Clayton, together with
at the coming session of congress, he the grade lines and grade elevations,
will introduce a proposed constitution shown there on as the official grades
al amendment providing for the elec of said streets and avenues, and
WIIEREAS.the board of trustees
tion of president by direct vote of the
people. His intention, he said, is to in and by said resolutions requests
get the amendment under way prompt that effect should be given to said
ly, so that it may be acted upon by resolution by the enactment of a suit
congress, and if adopted there, by the able ordinance,
NOW, THEREFORE, in consider
legislatures of the various states in
ation
of the premises,
time to become effective for the next
presidential election.
Senator Chamberlain, who is chair GOVERNOR NAMES THURSman of the senate committee on mili'
DAY 30th AS THANKSGIVING
tary affairs, said he would also at the
coming session, put forward a meas
Santa Fe, Nov. 19. Governor Mc
ure providing for universal military Donald has issued his annual Thanks
'service.
giving proclamation, setting aside
Thursday, November 30, as the day
NEW USE PROPOSED FOR
to be observed by the people of New
POSTAL SAVINGS FUNDS Mexico. The proclamation is as folBaltimore, Md., Nov. 20. Congress lows:
will be asked to pass legislation where"The first Thanksgiving in 1621 was
by money on deposit in the postal sav- an expression of the hope that had
ings banks may be loaned to munici- roused the spirit of independence. That
palities for the purpose of building spirit is still dominant and the Amermodel homes for its citizens, in ac- ican people should thank God for that
cordance with a resolution adopted by more than all else.
"During the year past New Mexico
the American Federation of Labor convention today. An alternative sug- and our whole country have been won
gestion, contained in the resolution, is derfully blessed. Material prosperity
that the government shall establish is at its zenith and civic progress is
such a system of credits that the peo- unmistakable.
ple may borrow money for a long
"With much of the world aflame
term of years, at a low rate of inter- with the fires of hatred, begotten by
est, to build their own homes.
unrestrained ambition and greed, we,
"We believe it is an easy matter for thanks to the good sense of our peo
congress to take such steps to relieve ple and the wisdom of those in author
the working people in the industrial ity, arc at peace with all the world.
centers of the insanitary homes that After all 'Peace on earth, good will toare now unfit for habitation," the res- ward men' is the sentiment that glor
olution says.
ies and ennobles;
"Now, therefore, in accord, with the
proclamation of the president of the
PRESIDENT PLANS TO PUT
CHECK ON STRIKES United States, time honored custom
nd the law of the country, I, William
Washington, Nov. 18. First actual C. McDonald, governor of the state of
steps toward carrying out the remain- New Mexico, ' do hereby proclaim
der of President Wilson's railroad leg- Thursday, November 30, 1916, as
islation program to compel investiga- Thanksgiving day.
tion of labor disputes before strikes
"Thanksgiving is an American holi
can he called will be taken Monday, day and festival. It should be celewhen the president confers with Rep- brated as a day of good cheer, of
resentative Adamson, chairman of tho kindly consideration. Careful thought- house commerce committee and
fulness will give us due regard for the
of the eight-hou- r
railroad law. happiness of all.
Officials said today that the American
"In individual lives, in the family
Federation of Labor's declaration reunions and in the houses of worship
against the president's plan would not may our minds turn to noble thoughts,
deter him.
our hearts be lifted up in thankfulness
Representatives of the brotherhoods and our acts be directed to the lessen
and the managements will be here ing of the burden of the. poor and
next week for the hearing before the needy,, the weak and lowly.
joint congressional committee and the
"Due censideration for the cause of
president will keep in close touch with humanity ought to result in the greatthe developments.
est blessing to the American people.
Sometime within the next week, the
"Done at the executive office, this
president is expected to confer with the 20th day of November, A. D. 1916.
Chairman Goethals and members of
"Witness my hand and the great
the board investigating operation of Real of the state of New Mexico.
the eight-hou- r
Inw.
"William c. Mcdonald.
"Attested:
Three Cent Conference Postponed
"ANTONIO LUCERO,
Santa Fe, Nov. 19. At the request
"Secretary of State."
.
of several railroad representatives the
rate conference which was to SUIT TO DISSOLVE STEEL TO
have been held at Santa Fe has been
BE HEARD FEBRUARY 26
postponed to December 13.
Washngtua, Nov. 20.
a

nu-th-

fifi
Cheap und biscanEoklng Powdered
nave you money. Calvnu t dors It's pure
and fee Btiperior to sour milk and soda.

CLAYTON CITIZEN

u

of the federal suit for dissolution of
the United States Steel Co., was set
by the supreme court for February
26. On that date, the court will begin hearing the dissolution suit
against the steel corporation.
ALL TEACHERS WILL BE WELL
PROVIDED FOR AT SANTA FE

Santa ? Fe, Nov. 19. Secretary
Doyle of the Chamber of Commerce,
and Mrs. Nora Summers, secretary of
the Merchants' association, have

em-

ployed two stenographers
who are
busy assigning rooms to teachers who

Saturday morning, expecting to arrive
Most of the
here Sunday evening.
professors are members of the New
Mexico Science association which will
hold its meetings in the Palace of the
Governors and also give its banquet
there. Prof. C. T. Kirk of the University of New Mexico, president, will be
toastmaster, and toasts will be called
for from R. R. Larkin, J. D. Clark,
T. D. Rodgers, T. C. MacKay and A.
F. Barnes. The members of the association will have rooms at the Hotel
DeVargas, at the Episcopal rectory as
guests of Rev. Leónidas Smith, with
Henry Dendahl and Paul A, F. Walter
on East Palace avenue, as far as assigned.
.

have sent word that they intend to
attend the educational association
meeting. Thus far 400 teachers have
Found. Between Clayton and Hay-debeen assigned rooms. It is found that
one Surveyor's tripod, in canvas
many teachers will bring families,
father and mother and other relatives, case. Owner can have same by callso that instead of 1,400 visitors there ing at this office with evidence of
will be fully 2,000.
ownership and paying for this ad.
The faculty of the State college will
The Citizen is the paper to read.
start from Mesilla Park in automobiles
n;

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch & Irrigation
Company
.

CLAYTON

Rooms 75 to $1.50

NEW MEXICu.
Meals 25 and 50c.

.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

OPEN DAT AND NIGHT.

Steam Heat, Bath and Electric Lights.
Sample Room Free.
Call For All Trains.

Auto Service Day and

NisKl.

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch and Irrigation Co., Proprietors

BIG NEW LINE
MEN'S BOOTS AND SHOES, RAIN

COATS,

SUITS SHIRTS, PANTS AND OVERCOATS

,

MACKINAWS
SWBATERS, CAPS,

UNDERWEAR, ETC. PRICES THE LOWEST

CLAYTON CASH STORE
J. C

CALDWELL,

Manager

The Bosses' Orders
are sure to include the inper-ativ- e
injunction to use the
best Lumber on the Job. We
keep no other kind. All the
Lumber we handle for outdoor or indoor work is warranted by us to be froee from
warpings and imperfections
and to be thoroughly dried.
Our Trim and mouldings are
also guaranteed. And though
the qualities are the ebst our
prices are always moderate.

Tom Gray Lumber Co.

THE PALACE BAR
JOHN CORICH & SON
We have secured a special Whiskey which touches the spot
We invite

the

public to simple this

fine old liquor.

We guarantee

it. One drink will convince you.

OLD LEVIS HUNTER

r,.

SIX YEAR OLD BOURBON

j i

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF BOTTLED GOODS.
VAL BLATZ BEER ON DRAUGHT

Trt

CUYTON C1TIZLN
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The E.'ost For Your RIossy
John Carpenter helped Ormand
Mr. Cantrill made a business trip to
Gard snap corn a few days this week. visitors Thursday.
subscription
to ou? peprr et once, and we wi!l f ive you a year
Send your
Miss Rebecca Hardway spent a iew Springer last week.
subscription to these sp'.i'nuid maf,azit,'M for only 23 cents additional. The extra
J. W. Forbes did the cooking stunt.
quarter brings you $1.33 wortii of standard ma&iuhies.
Those on the sick list are Mrs. N.
Frank Gilliam, J. B. Alexander, Geo days during the week at Plainview
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Violet
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scriber to any of those maaiin3, your subscription will be extended one year
W. S. Rowley, wife and little son er, Mr. Larry Urton.
Roy Monday on business.
from date of expiration.
Sunday school every Sunday at 2:30
Mr. Honkins has erected a nice new were in Des Moines Saturday shop- This o(Tor a! includes a FREE dress pattern. When you receive your first
Mr. rfnnkina savs this ping and spet a few hours at the p. m. Everybody invited.
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subject to prosecution and fine as pre- therein. Koll call: Mr. r.K- S'uLlished every Thursday at Clayton, Union Co., N. M., and entered at
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lund,
The High School has adopted an
et Clayton, N. M as second class matter under the Act of March 3, 1897
yes. Carried.
Honor Roll system. The report for
4. Moved by Mr; Baca seconded the first half of the Semester is as
OFFICIAL PAPER OF TOWN OF CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
by Mr. Eklund that the Police Justice follows:
Subscription per year
make a report and payment in full
f 1.00
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for all fines for close of the year 1916 excellent Deportment and excellent in
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It is the concensus of true wisdom that the crisis that has been evolving Berlin, has been investigating the ru- account, amounting to Four Thou- 1 year; M. G. Tixier, McCalls, 1 year,
and The Embroidery Book, 1 year;
through the struggles of humanity's past ages is here and must soon pass, mors circulated abroad to the effect sand Four Hundred and Sixty-Si- x
($4466.78) Dollars, in fa Geo. H. Wade, Ladies Home Journal,
leaving behind it peace and good will among men. With the passing of the that Germany is preparing for lump and 0
Mfg. Co., 1 year; Simon Herzstein, Popular Me
crisis will go many institutions of society whose purpose has been the ag- ing enormous quantities of cheap vor of The Hendrie-Bolthogoods there after the close of the war. Denver, Colo., be paid, and that the chanics, 1 year. These magazines
grandizement of the few and the exploitation of the many.
According to those rumors Germany mayor and clerk be authorized to will be used for reference work in
draw up warrant on village treasurer Science, English, and Domestic SciThe commercialism of the photoplay industry has not been attended by has mobolized a vest army of
as great success as was anticipated by its commercializers while the spirit old men, women and children to work for same; and that the notes held by ence and Art.
Mfg. Co., be
English students
The Sophomore
of the patronizing public is revolting against the low, degrading, indecent on cheap, staple goods for export, con- The Hendrie-Boltho- ff
and offensive productions of many concerns whose efforts have been sub- sisting hiefly of steel and iron goods, canceled and surrendered to the vill- have been writing descriptions for
servient to the
idea without regard to the wants of pa- dyestuffs, and others. It is further age of Clayton. This indebtedness sometime. Last week the girls of the
trons. Such concerns are rapidly losing out and justly so. If they can- represented that vast quantities of above to be paid out of the Improve class wrote a description of the Wo- these goods are being stored for ship- ment fund as per legal advice of the mans rest room in Wade's Store, and
not raise the standard of their productions they should go out of business
ment when the war ends. '
village attorney. Roll call: Mr. Baca Mr. Wade very kindly gave a dozen
and they will go out or be driven out.
According
to the
association's yes; Mr. Eklund, yes; Mr. Rixey, yes. handkerchiefs to Lena Wiland, who
,
No matter how elections go; no matter how adverse to human progress Weekly Report all such rumors are So ordered.
had the best description of the room.
g
e
and based upon misinformation. It finds
Harold Rives, Lolah Wiley, Chas.
laws may be; no matter how destructive,
7. Attorney O. P. Easterwood re
bloody wars may be; no matter how often these waves of adversity roll that there is no surplus labor in Ger- ported that the Clayton Milling Com Wiley and Raymond Meanes have
across the onward parth of humanity; no matter who the rulers of na- many that could be diverted to the pany was ready to close up the long' been enrolled in the High School this
tions, or the character of their rule, may be; no matter how adverse to hu- production of the goods in question. standing account with the Town of month.
man progress the institutions of man may work; none, nor all, of these can Moreover the supply of labor is not Clayton for the electric motor sold
The Domestic Art classes have had
thoroughly stamp out the spiritual fire of general progress and upward flight even sufficient fr producing the de to them of the basis of $100.00. Then some of their work on display in Mr.
of humanity as a whole. No matter how many times humanity has appar- mands of home consumers, besides a motion was made by Mr. Eklund, Tixier's window. All of the work on
ently been turned backward, its position in the great cycle of progress is the vast quantities of war materials seconded by Mr. Baca that the tras these articles was done by hand. These
far in advance of that of any period in thepa st and so it will continue on needed, and instead of wages being tees and mayor act upon the advice articles were not for sale, but orders
and on and on unto the perfect day, the somberness of many of its appar- so low now that manufacturers would of the village attorney and accept the will be taken for laundry bags, corset
find this a favorable time for produc
ently mighty sons to the contrary notwithstanding.
sum of One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars
hand sGod cmfwy vbgkqxzfiflff
ing cheap goods, the report points out and receipt the said Clayton Milling and
covers and Handkerchiefs. Please
Our town trustees, after some investigation, nave found that quite a that "the wages of all workers have Company in full of account. Soil call leave your order at Tixier's Store or
number of water and electricity users have been getting by without ac- abnormally increased, in proportion Mr. Baca, yes; Mr. Eklund yes; Mr. telephone them to the High School.
counts for the use of these town commodities and necessities furnished by to the increased cost of living."
Rixey, yes. Carried.
A new sewing machine has been
The iron and steel now produced in
the town. These "irregularities" will be adjusted at once jind the town's
8. Motion by Mr. Eklund seconded added to the Domestic Science departrevenue will be somewhat augmented thereby and hereafter. With the Germany is consumed for the greater by Mr. Baca that consulting Engineer ment's equipment. The High School
in making arms and ammunition,
new and cheaper rates, there should be no complaint against the town in
Duerr be authorized to advertise for girls will begin machine work just afthe matter of furnishing water and electricity to users on account of the while the remainder barely suffices bids for the building of a town of ter Thanksgiving. At present the
price. Electricity is furnished in Clayton at more moderate rates than In for the legitimate requirements of fice according to the plans and specifi- girls are making luncheon sets, center
Trinidad, Colorado, as a comparison of rates plainly shows and there should civilians, "it being obvious therefore cations herewith approved. Bids will pieces and dresser
serais in crochet
be no disposition upon the part of any one t use these necessities without that no output ia left for delivery af be received up to 7 o'clock p. m. De and cross stitch.
paying for them for they are municipally owned and furnished and every ter the war." Hence also hardware, cember 12th, 1916. Roll call: Mr. Ektaxpayer and property owner in Clayton has a personal interest in the household goods and many export ar lund, yes; Mr. Baea, yes; Mr. Rixey, Elizabeth Herringa, Elsie Ogilvie,
Eleza Farris, Lawrence Cliver, Arthur
ticles of iron and steel "are now pro yes. Carried.
tnuncipal affairs of the town.
Deam, Marion Dodds and Carlos Lu
duced to a very limited extent, just
9. Moved by Mr. Eklund, seconded jan are the reporters who write the
Wa understand that the delegation consisting of Orren Beatty, county covering the domestic demand," and
by Mr. Baca that Consulting Engi school notes for the paper this quaragriculturist, Ira Pennington, real estate dealer, Joseph Gill and A. James practically all orders, from neutral
neer, H. O. Duerr, assisted by village ter.
McDonald, attorneys, W. C Barnhart, merchant and N. E. Charlton, physi- countries have had to be cancelled.
attorney, draw, up contract with
Superintendent Chamberlain will atto
represent
county's
Union
cian and townsite owner,
interest in getting a
Dyestuff Situation
S. Lamby Improvement Company for tend the State Teachers Association at
federal land bank to negotiate "farm loans" under the "Rural Credits" act,
Similar statements are made re putting in street
and alley crossings Santa Fe, next week.
located at Clayton returned one day this week from Albuquerque, where garding the dyestuffs industry. "Their
at Eighty (.80) cents per lineal fool
the delegtion met and conferred with the federal commission investigating prices have risen considerably during Work to be
The Delphian Literary Society will
started as Boon as contract
give the following program next Wedthe conditions of various places in the "West" with a view to' finding a loca- the war. Makers do not limit them- is properly
executed. Payment for
twelve of such banks provided for selves to making dyes; they also make,
tion for the establishment of one
nesday afternoon;
this work to be made by warrant on
in the act. It would seem from the report of one of the delegation that either and now more than ever, chemicals,
Society
.
village treasurer, payable one year Song .
Amarillo or Denver will be selected with Denver in the lead. This delega' drugs and explosives, so that dyestuffs
Snyder
Life
of
Edison
Dudley
from date of completion of and acception, we understand, was sent by the board of county commissioners at are now playing an insignificant role
Delphian Girls
tance of same. Roll call:' Mr. Eklund. Octet
the expense of the county.
in production." In respect to toys it yes; Mr. Baca, yes. So
Debate:
carried.
is noted that production is rendered
Resolved
that: Equal sufferage
10, Bill presented Dy Mr. II. O.
At long as election irregularities and frauds are committed in Union very difficult by reason of the lack
be
should
to both sexes in
extended
Duerr
payment
in
for services as
county, just so long will election contests be instituted by those persons of raw materials, so that the output is
New Mexico. Affirmative: Dorina
per
contract,
Two
for
Hundred
($200)
who feel, and have good reasons to believe, that such irregularities and limited to the domestic demand.
Dollars. Motion by Mr. Eklund secon- Hauge, Fae Ratcliff; Negative: Ariraads have been the means of working injustice upon them and the people
The entire range of textile industhur Deam, Byron Chamberlain.
who supported them in their candidacy for office. Deplorable as the condi tries, which constitute a very large ded by Mr. Baca that bill be allowed
and
Students in the English department
warrant
on
drawn
for
treasurer
tions which form the basis of election contests may be, they exist and the segment of Germany's economic activonly remedy to be applied under such conditions is that provided by law, ity, are now wholly eliminated from same. Roll call. Mr. Eklund. ves: Mr. designed the English and Spanish
Baca, yes; Mr. Rixey, yes. So ordered. hand bills and made the posters used
There is no good reason why any person should attempt by such means to manufacture for export owing to lack
H. O. Durr reported the result of to advertise Clayton's Clean Up Day.
defeat the will of the people by such attempts to muzzle the voice of the peo of the raw materials; supplies of these
The Girls Sports and Paastime Ashis
canvas of the town, listing water
ple. The last election in this county was particularly marked by the most are so short that they were long ago
beef-stea- k
fry out in
general scratching of tickets in the history of the county and the margin on confiscated by the government in or- and light patrons, with the following: sociation had a
canyon
Friday afternoon.
the
last
many of the candidates over their opponents are very small, indicating that der to conserve them for military re Regular consumers, 475. Of these
party lines were not very closely adhered to. This shows an independence quirements and only such small quan- there are included: 68 new consumers
in the voters of Union county hitherto unrecorded and a determination, in tities are liberated for the require- and 47 escaped.
Attorney O. P. Easterwood, left
county matters at least, to put what these suffragists consider competent men ments of the civilian population as are
11. Adjourned.
Wednesday for McKinney and Cleirrespective of party lines, at the head of municipal affairs in this county absolutely necessary. This is also
burne, Texas, on business. He was acApproved:
which determination is most commendable.
companied by Dick Burrage of McKinThere must, and will, be reform true of the rubber and leather trades,
T. H. Etxey, Mayor.
on election lines in this county. The people are tired of election irregular-ney, Texas, who has been visiting
Attest:
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
ties and frauds.
friends and relatives in Trinidad, Fol-soM. R. Jones, Clerk.
and Clayton, for several weeks .
TTO OPEN RURAL NIGHT
Ira Massey of Stead, was buying
sible in its application to the candi- Regular meeting of the Official Board
of the village of Clayton New Mexico
ranch supplies in Clayton Wednesday
SCHOOLS TO ALIENS dates for citizenship.
The Citizen is the paper to read
Tuesday evening, November 21, 1916,
and Thursday.
In many counties general or special
at 8 p. m.
Washington, Nov. 18. It is the pur- public evening scnoois are already in
Order of Business
pose of the bureau of naturalization of operation and to these admission is rer
1. Reading of the minutes of last
so regular meeting no objections, minthe U. S. department of labor to ex- quested for the adult foreign-bor- n
tend the privilege of attendance upon that they may receive instruction in utes approved as read. So ordered.
the public schools of the country to ev- English and civics. Where it is found
2. T. P. Crawford present and reery candidate for citizenship wherev- impracticable to gather the citizenship quested to submit plans in regard to
er he may make his home. Heretofore, candidate in the school rooms, a plan numbering streets and residences at
In
.
this work, nation-wid- e
and important has been mapped out whereby the next regular meeting.
as it is, has been restricted to urban students may pursue ther studies at
3. A motion by Mr. Eklund seconhome. They will be able to obtain the ded by Mr. Baca, that hand bills be circenters. It is now proposed, in
to
with the public school authori- course of instruction from the school culated and notice be published in the
ties, to carry this great educational teachers of their respective districts, village papers, that ordinance No. 6
campaign into the rural communities. reporting by appointment as often as of the village of Clayton bo enforced,
With this end in view, the bureau necessary for such further help as may requiring owners of dogs or those harof naturalzation is suggesting to ev-r- y be needed.
boring dogs to call at village office on
county superintendent of schools
Where no funds are available, it is or before the 30th day of December,
'
throughout the United States the
suggested that the work be taken up 1916, and pay license fee of One ($1)
of opening the doors of the by volunteer teachers and continued Dollar for each male and Two ($2.00)
county Bchool houses at night for ali- until such time as appropriations may Dollars for each female dog owned
sDrug
en instruction and stands ready to sup- be made for the maintenance of the or harbored-togethwith clerk's fee
port the movement in every way pos rural night schools. It is reasonable lor eacn license issued; any person

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN

Post-offic-

to assume that a practical demonstra- tion of the advantages of instruction
in the more
for the foreign-bor- n
sparsely settled country districts will
cause the state and local authorities
to provide funds for their future operation.
Citizenship classes maintained for
adult foreigners in the public night
schools are of vital importance locally and natonally. Patriotic considerations demand that men and women
of foreign birth, who have decided to
make this country their country,
should be helped, through education,
to understand the principles of American government and encouraged to in
still American government and American customs, and ideals in their home
life.
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ident Lincoln was one of the most notable for the universal distress it

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

caused.

Mary Clemmer Arnés, in her book
"Ten Years in. Washington," saya of
this exciting carnival:
Our genial friend from DesMoines, J.
"The air thruout the entire building
F. Branson, paid us a call on Tuesday. was perforated with a fine dust.
While here we interrogated him reround until you felt that you were
garding Mb coming In contact with the taking in with every breath a myriad
cranking apparatus of his 4d. He veri- grindstone. The agonies of that ball
fied the statement of his accident and can never be written. There are mor
said that at first it loooked like his tals dead in their graves because of
whole ear was gone. But at present it. There are mortals who still curse,
his ear and head have healed and he and swear, and sigh at the that of it
is strain the same J. F. Branson of old. There are diamond:', and pearls and
Serapio Miera was in Clayton this precious garments that are not to their
week on business annd with Ricardo owners because of it The scenes' in
Gonzales called at the Citizen office. those cloak and hat rooms. can never
Mart Gann and wife of Folsom, be forgotten by any who witnessed
were in Clayton on business this week. them. The colored messengers, called
R. W. (Dick) Burrage of McKinney, from their posts in the treasury to do
Texas, who has been visiting friends duty in these roms, received hats and
and, relatives in Folsom and Clayton wraps with perfect facility, and tuck
for several weens ieit layxon wea ed them in loopholes as it happened.
Dick is con
nesdav for McKinney.
"But to give them back each to its
templating locating in Union county owner, that was impossible. Not half
as he is much pleased with our coun of them could read numbers and those
try.
who could soon grew bewildered, over
Mrs. Hattie Carpenter and son Burl, powered,
and impertinent
spent several days in Clayton this under the hosts that advanced upon
week attending to buslneW matters. them for cloaks and hats.
"Picture it! Six or more thousand
Thev have a large ranch near Guy,
Hon. C. W. B. Bryan, of Atencio was people clamoring for their clothes! In
a business visitor in Clayton the first the end they were all tumbled out
'
of tli week.
'promiscuous' on the floor. Then
LANDIS XMAS SAVINGS CLUB came the sieee! Few seized their own,
opens Monday, December 18th, 1916, but many snatched other people s gar
"
Come in and ask us about it at STATE mentsanything, something to proBANK OF COMMERCE.
tect them from the pitiless morning,
L. H. Larwill, of Denver, spent the whose wind came down uke the bite
Bast week m Clayton attending to im of death. Delicate women, too sensi
portant business matters. He left tive to take the property of others,
Wednesday evening for his home in crouched in corners and wept on win
Denver.
dow ledges, and there the daylight
Tone High, of Thomas, was a bus found them. Carriages, also, had fled
iness visitor in Clayton the first of out of the scourging blast, and the
the week.
men and women who emerged from
Ed Alderson spent a few hours in the marble halls, with very little to
the city Wednesday, attending to bus- - wear, found that they must foot it' to
One gentleman
neaa.
their habitations.
Hrbert Herzstein returned from walked to Canitol hill, nearly two
Greeley and Denver, Monday of this miles in dancing pumps and barehead
week, where he had been on business ed; another performed the same ex
V '
Dr. Winchester and Dick Burrage ploit wrapped in a lady'a sontag.
motored out to Holland Monday af
"Poor Horace Greeley, after
his wrath on the stairs and curs
ternoon on a quail hunt The bagged
40 auails that afternoonspent the ing Washington anew as a place that
evening and night at the residence of should be immediately blotted out of
morning
strode to his hotel hat-les- s.
John H. Knox, and the next
. t j ... the universe,
The next day and the next week
hareed 40 more Diras, wok owner
with the Knoxes and returned in the. were consumed by people searching
afternoon to Clayton well pleased with for their lost clothes, and General
Chipman say he still eceives letters
their successful war upen quail
One cent starts a SAVINGS AC- demanding articles lost at that inaugCOUNT in the LANDIS XMAS SAV-- " uration balL"
INGS CLUGB at the STATE BANK
' OF COMMERCE.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Withers, of Seneca, left Wednesday on a trip to Kansas, where they will spend sometime
'. visitinz friends and relatives.
J. C. Nealey and family of Clapham
were shopping and visiting in Clayton, Owens Grant Nuptials
Last Monday at Dalhart, Texas,
Wednesday. They are the proud own- there occured a wedding, which united
era of a new Maxwell car.
The Mission Theater building, with the lives and fortunes of two young
alll its adjuncts was sold to Corish & people, who will become members of
the social set of Clayton. The con- Co. one dav this week.
Enter
Texline
of
the
traetine parties were W"ham Owens,
Abbott
Editor
arías was here Wednesday evening,
of Clayton and Misa Thelma Grant of
Sol Ham of Beenham was a business Kansas City.
visitor to Clayton this week,
Mr. Owens left for Dalhart, Texas,
Several cara of Clayton's young last Sunday evening and there, met
-- vJoeonle have planned to take in the
Miss Grant who was accompanied by
hitr "hnn" at Texline tonight Bris her mother, from Kansas City, and
tol's Orchestra will furnish the music they were married immediately. They
Willis Plunkett of Moses, was
returned to Clayton and will make this
tfAvtan business visitor today.
their home. Mrs, Grant will remain
J. Rilev Hutches, prominent stock here for a short time, visiting.
raiser of Kenton, Oklahoma, is in the
Mrs. Owens is an accomplished
city today attending to important dub vounir lad yand will be readily wel
mena matters.
comed by Clayton's society circle, ine
Teach your children to save. Let orom is employed as pharmacist Dy
them ioin the LANDIS XMAS AV- - the City Drug Store.
TNfiS CLUB now forming at the
While Mr. and Mrs. Owens are re
STATE BANK OF COMMERCE.
from their
cnnirratulations
.oiuW
o
of the
Tra Bacon, representative
frfonriu. The Citizens loins in
Mergenthaler Linotype Co., paid this
wishing them happness and prosperity,
vflw o rJonnnnt call Thursday, ira
viiivv
o
f
is a jolly good fellow and we enjoy
Five Hundred Club
Girls
ed his visit.
The Girls Five Hundred Club met
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Sher
A RIOT TOOK PLACE AT ONE
as hostess at the
CAPITOL man Heddleston
INAUGURAL BALL
Spring ranch. A dainty luncheon was
served by the hostess. Miss wuma
While an inaugural ball is the last
and was
to
hear Hardin was the lucky membeembroidernlnce that one would expect
hand
beautiful
a
awarded
,í - !r.t v,ot a wViat haimened at
ed gown.
the second inauguration of President
o
of
that
Btory
following
Lincoln. The
Club
Economics
Home
affair is told in connection with unusEconomics Club met with
Home
The
in
the
past
the
of
ual inaugural balls
Mrs. M. R. Jones, Friday, November
Kansas City Star:
17th. and a pleasant afternoon was
hun"four
When America's first
discussion of wok, which
dred" danced at the Madison ball the spent in the
doing.
The next meeting
is
club
the
they
finding
very close and the guests
mill V hM December 1st. with Mrs.
sashes
window
the
lower
could not
broke the glass for ventilation. That Staley.
is the only recorded inconvenience,
Club Organized
aside from the universal inconvenien- Dancemarried-peopledance club was
's
A
getin
experienced
ces these notables
night and
Saturday
Inat
ting to Washington, but the balls held
Hall
Palmer
and
orchestra
Bristol
the
enviable
less
a
in later years made
programs
dance
the
engaged
for
Probablv the ball held to cele- were
v
Pres- - to be held.
brete the second inauguration of

...
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The FARMERS SOCIETY of EQUITY
OF UNION COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, AND THE

Equity Store
Are organizations for the farmer and since the business has started in this
have been saved many
County the fanners, both members and
thousands of dollars.
non-membe-

rs

Oregon Red Cedar Fence
Post

Droora Corn
Broom Cera ia worth over $200.00 per
lorn.

a fence to be
They are
post
get
proud of
these
large
from the
trees
great
cut from
U. S.
The
Red
Oregon
Cedar forest
Wo
post
Government Indorses these
on
hands.
have quite a supply

If

Before yon sell your brush see

the maaager of the Equity

'ore.

Broom Cora ia very scarce and prU

wU stay hlfh.
A

RED CEDAR SHINGLES.

We aav quite a supply from
New 8tock.
mad

you want to build

Apples

a car of

If you want the best roof

We will have a car of apples In soon;

right

also a car of spuds. .Come Jn .and
give us your orders and you will find
the prices right in all cases.

use these shingles. Prices

COAL
are trying to keep Coal on hands,
but it is an impossibility. We will
do the best we can.
We

SYRUPS
We will soon have a fine assortment
of Syrups. These were bought when
prices were low last summer. We
have ordered in barrel lots, Pure Ribbon Cane Syrups also; see us about it

8ee ua for Cranberries, Candies and
place your order now for Xmas

THE

EQUITY STORE
J. A. McCune, Manager

'.

.

SOCIETY

ft

lr airmeir
Get. a Mogml Tractor
O nn
w n
FROM THE DENVER POST, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1916

Prices to
vance on Farm
Machinery
Ad-

HIGH
AND
FEDERAL LOANS
COST OF MATERIAL GIVEN AS
REASON BY MANUFACTURERS
Chicago, Nov. 18. An increase of
from 15 to 25 per cent in the cost of

farm machinery, including tractors,
threshing machines, harvesters and all
manner of tools was forecast here yes

terday at a meeting of manufacturers
of agricultural tools.
The reason given by manufacturers
for the increase is that the price of
labor has advanced at least 20 per
cent and the price of materials from
20 to 100 per cent
com
The International-Harvestpany announced an increase in all its
harvesting machinery of 6 to 20 per
cent today and from 20 to 40 per cent
n the prce of binding twine when
spring prices are given out.
There were more than 100 delegates
to the meeting. There was no concerted action taken, but' it practically
is assured that a general advance in
prices will result soon.
er
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THECLAYTOft CIÍIZEN
KO0I'V

TO VISIT
BKOÍ1IEKHOODS
'AT JON A L' GIÍANCS TO ASS.
LABOR'S BIG CONVENTION
EXTENSION OF PARCEL POST

(CANS IN PAR
C'ALiFOIÍNIA FATE OF
RAL DISTRICT IS UNDERMINED

.

Clayton Lodge Directory

A. No. 14,227. Meets every
Monday night. Gene Hardin, Council,
M

W

Walter Johnson, Clerk.
Baltimore, Nov. 19. The American
R N A. meets 2nd and 4th. TuesFederation 'of Labor, entering tomorMrs. Tom Gray, Oracle, Mrs.
days.
row the second week of its conven
Johnson, Sec.
Walter
tion, will begin consideration of mat
ters embodied in recommendations of
W. O. W. Clayton Camp No. 11.
the executive councils.
Kobt. Mansker Council, John Spring,
'
Clerk.
Interest attaches to the visit of the
four railroad brotherhoods, whe arc
Knights of Pythias, James Deam,
expected to address the convention
o.; F. 'O. ,Blue, K. R. S. Meets ev- or Tuesday on the eight-hou- r
.
weanesaay evening .1. T1luw
ery
law. The convention has adopted a
in
y
Visiting members
recommendation of the federation ex Hall.
vited.
ecutive council to oppose any proposition providing for complsory inO. E. S. meets at Masonic temrde
carrying with it compulvestigation
Philippines and Hawaii.
by a JTexi- brought
Juarez
to
report
and 4th Tuesdays. E. L. Easter- 2nd
Boston, Nov. 1Í). Not a child under sory service. Three resolutions in fa
California makes the trouble and exfour the age of 5 years
W. M.; G. R. Brown, W. P.
wood,
3ii who claimed to have seen
day are
can be found in vor of a universal eight-hou- r
pects the rest of the country to pro- Americans being taken to Villa's
tect it. It may make a war and drag headquarters in Parral after the occu large areas of Poland, according to a under consideration in committee, and
Socialist Party of America, meets
Mc
the rest of the country into it. Cali- pation of the town, nothing is known report presented to the people relief it is expected that one of them will be 1st and frt Mondays, 'n A .Tan-eDonald's otfice Mrs. J. M Oavis. Ctc.
fornia is our junker state in all except of the fate of the Americans and oth- committee for Jewish war sufferers. favorably reported.
willingness to strengthen the ability er foreigners known to have been in which opened its national convention , It is understood a favorable report
A. F. ft A. M. Blue Lodge No. 23.
here today. The report, read by Mor- will be made by the resolutions com
of the federal government to meet the the Parral district prior to Villa's
Meets 1st and 3rd Saturdays. F. P.
ris Rothenberg of New York, said that mittee tomorrow on a resolution
Kilburn. W. M., Morgan Harvey, Sec.
trouble it may make and is perfecly
in certain sections of Poland all babies
executive Washington Chapter No. 10, 4th Sat- the federation
willing to make.
Efforts are also heing made to learn had died from lack of nourishment,
counsel to take such steps as may be nrdays. ti. K. Brown, li. f., Jonn
California ought to have given the the identity of the American who was
Spring, Sec.
Republican ticket a great majority. A reported toh ave been killed in Jim- - In the city of Vilna alone, 7,000 chil necessary to obtain action by the Unidren
reported
to
be
are
facing
the
end
bit
the
"to
that
ted States authorities
Clayton Commandery, No. 8. Meets
state which demands the privilege of inez and his body burned by the Villa
making trouble ought to be willing to bandits. Henry Clark is the only Am ter cold of Russian winter without the printing industry may be rescued 2nd Saturdays. Jos. Gill E. C., G. R.
from the clutches of the conspiracies Brown, Recorder.
meet it. It ought to be willing to take encan known to have been living in shoes.
Up to date, according to Mr. Roth which are successfully, manipulating
ordinary precautions against conse
Clayton Chapter, O. E. S. No.' 8.
Jiminez, but the man killed is not enberg, approximately $6,000,000 has
prices and supplies of papers used meets 2nd and 4th Tuesdays. Mrs. O.
quences.
thought to have been Clark, as he been contributed by the Jews of Amer the
Ea8terwcod, W. M., Mrs Jos. Gill
in printing."
California now seems to be concerned had just arrived there from Torreón, ica for the
Six., G. R. Brown, W. P.
war victims. Of this
to
been
brought
has
A
resolution
The
chieflv for the riirht to bluster:
according to the report
amount $2,050,000 has been distributed the convention from the Illinois State
I. i O. F. Clayton Lour No. 45.
moral condition of some little rotten
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foreseen
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scared to death itself
Santa Rosalia reported. lie said Villa
return to civil life, there will be grave CAMPBELL'S VICTORY OVER
rest of the nation to death could have captured two cars of ammunition, one
HUNT CONCEDED IN PHOENIX
danger that these exploited women
given two votes in a precinct to the car of riñes, and six machine guns
wages
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will be used to lower the
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American navy is a question beyond
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that Amerca demands nothing for
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As to Quality,

HOT DRINKS

BUTTER PRICE TO CONTINUE
TO RISE SAYS CHICAGO MAN

Are now being served

There is every
reason to believe that the price of
butter will continue to rise, C. K. McNeill, president of the Chicago Butter
and Egg" board, declared today. Mr.
McNeill asserted that the board price
probably will be fifty cents, per pound.
"The storage houses were cleared
when this season began," he said, "and
the demand has been heavy. War orders, for butter itself, for condensed
milk and cheese, are partly responsible
for the increased demand. I see no indication of a diminished 'demand.

at our

Fountain.

A

variety that will please
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you.
vince.
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::

FRUTH'S PHARMACY
-

Prescriptionists

Make our Store your Store
Clayton, N.

M.

Phone 3(5

Chicago, Nov. 20.

The Citizen is the paper to read.

Most all of these articles are in stock but there may be some-

thing special you would like. Come in and talk to us about it and
we will soon have it, in time for your needs.

"CD

Wo
The Hause with the Service
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J Las Vegas, i8 to be the floor Ieade,
prices were firm, top mmb9 $11.75, In the District Court of the Eighth Ju- ATTENDANCE while Captain Reinburg of Dona Ana ewes $7.50. As in the hog market lo
dicial District cf the State of New
county, because of hig legislative ex- - cal prices are leading all the- other
Mexico, Within and for the County
(W. B. McFarland)
penence, is to be the head of several markets, the result of light supplies
of Union.
It is well known that the New Mex- of the most important committees. hrend a.good.demariff; lambs Friday
ico compulsory school attendance law, Frank Staplin is to be chief clerk of al;l$11.85, topíst Cnftafco samé day
The M. B. Goldenberg Co.,
as well as similar laws in other states, the house and Isidoro Ami jo of the $11.60,, Omaha and St. Joseph same A Corporation.
re
desired
the
bring
about
state senate, with J. Wight Glddlngs day $11.60. Short fed lambs are makdoes not
vs.
N. 1859
ing good money for feeders. Feeding Alton C. Smith.
sults As this problem of school at-- as his assistant
most
fundamentendance is one of the
lambs are 25 to 60 cents higher, at To the above
named, Alton C. Smith
Ervien Goes to Oklahoma
$9.76 to $10.25.
tal in our school system, it is very
Defendant:
remuch to be desired that this law be
J. A. RICKART, Market Cor.
You are hereby notified that an ac
Santa Fe, Nov. 19. Land Commis
vised so that results may be secured.
tion has been commenced against you
R.
evening
sioner
Ervien
P.
left
last
For years past we have had the facts for Oklahoma City to attend the conby the above named plaintiff, The M.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
to show our failure to get all of the vention of the Ozark Trails associa
B. tíoldenberg Company, in the afore
Sealed
furnishing
proposals
for
the
children in school and also the inadeCol.
tion,
Ralph
E. Twitchell of all material, supplies, labor, etc., said Court, in attachment, to recover
at which
quacy of the schools to hold the major- doland
also represent the state land of- and the sustaining.of all expense in- tho sum of Fur!y-on- e
will
ity of the children long enough to ive fice and deliver two lectures on New
($41.67)
lars
together
with
interest
curred in constructing in place an of
them a good elementary education. To Mexico and
its attractions, rendering fice Building to be situated, on the thereon, costs of suit and attorney's
schools, we must, I think have a
this service to the stile free of charge, property of the Village at the corner fees.
form of school census, instea
You are further notified that all the
as he did the upbuilding of the New of Front and Chestnut Streets, for the
t
of tie age limit Under the
right,
title and interest which you have
Mexico exhibit at San Diego. The Village of Clayton; in accordance with
plan the school census gives merely theme of his lectures will be "When
in and to the Southwest Quarter
specifications
plana
file
on
the
and
in (SW1-4the age and sex of the pusiL. It Women Built the Temples," and "New
)
of Section Twenty (20)
office of the Clerk of said Village
jho.?d give the g se and mrai f Mexico, the Land of Opportunity," the Clayton, New
Township Eighteen (18) North of
Mexico, said bid to
of
f p.rent or guardia 1, residence, na both illustrated with lantern slides be a lump sum for the building com Range Thirty (30). East N. M; P. M,
tionality, physical condition, grade made for the San Diego exposition
plete, ready
occupancy
any has been attached unless you enter or
: attended, whether in public or private and now property of the state muse allowance forforextra chargeswithout
cause to be entered, your apeparance
of
any
na
school, whether empiofed, and any um. Colonel .Twitchell will also d
ture whatsoever. The bids will be re in the said cause on or before the First
other data found nciessary. After liver these lectures at Kansas City and ceived by the Clerk of said Village un day of November 1916 in the office of
thi information is founl there shouH in Chicago before returning.
til 8 o'clock Tuesday evening, Decem- the Clerk of the Court above named,
will be rendered against you
be some meara to for.'.-- .! it it wheu
ber 12, 1916, at which hour the bids judgment
and
property
above described will
the
iipij leaves any (1 .u dictnc. r
WHEAT LOOKING GOOD
will be opened and acted upon.
be sold to satisfy the same. 1..I100I. This probably eould ha dene
The Village Board of Trustees re
R. A. Prentice, Tucumcarl, New
kv having the parents report l the
Reports coming from the Johnson serve the right to reject any or all
Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff.
toTidance officer uoo
ertornia a mesa are to the effect that the wheat bids.
(Seal).
Juan J. Duran,
in that section is looking excepional- r.w school district
Contractors desiring to bid upon
Clerk of the District Court
I realize that a system with such ly good, and that with snow during the this work may examine the plans and
provisions is rather comprehensive noxt few months will insure a good specifications and receive proposal
and probably would be difficult to en- - yield. The wheat sown on the plowed blanks for bidding, at the office of the IN THE PROBATE COURT OF UN
force at first but it certainly would ground shows up better than the Clerk, of the Village, or at the office
ION COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
be vastly superior to our present sys- - wheat which was sown on the stub of the Consulting Engineer, Mr. H. O.
In
the matter of the estate of
tem. Without some such dennite pro- - blefield. Many of the farmers on Duerr, 1940 Broadway, Denver, ColFRANK
FOREST, DECEASED.
vision for locating and reporting child- the Mesa are pasturing their stock on orado, or may have a set mailed to
Notice of Final Stllement
e
feed,
escape
to
saving
thereby
fields,
wheat
ren, many will continue
him upon depositing with the EngiPUBLIC NOTICE, Is hereb ygiven
Raton Reporter.
tendance.
neer, the sum of $25.00 $15.00 of
D. R. Powell of Folsom, delivered to which will be refunded upon the return by the undersigned, in pursuance of
It is not too much to say that New
an order of the above Court duly made
Mexico's compulsory school attend- - Tommie Downs of Sedan, a new Over- of the plans and specifications.
I
and signed, that hp has filed his final
ance law is weak and in most cases land car last Sunday. Delivery was
Each proposal shall be accompan
report in the above estate; and that
Tommie
in
Sunday
and
remain
Clayton
not
do
made
in
Chidren
failure.
ied by a certified check in the sum ef
hearing thereof will be had be
echool. They should remain in school, left smiling in his new Overland for $500.00, to be made payable to the the
said Court on the 3rd day of Jan
fore
Sun
but
Powell
reached,
Mr.
age
took
the
is
train
home.
not until a certain
Treasurer of said Village; the unsucuary, 1917. Any and all persons hav
until a certain knowledge has been se--1 day afternoon for Folsom
check
will
have their
cessful Bidders
ing objections to such final report are
cured. We should not say to a pnU,
returned at once, the successful Bid- hereby notified to appear
before the
iYou must remain in school until yon
der will have check returned to him
and present
hearing
said
day
on
Court
we
but
age,"
upon the signing of the Contract and
are fourteen years of
their objections.
should say, "You must remain in
the approval of his Surety Bond.
Dated November 10, 1916.
Each proposal must have attached
school until you have finished the
A. Mackenzie, Administrator.
eighth grade." Our present system
Kansas City Stock Yards, Nov. 20, letter from Bonding Co., stating that
im tn keen him in school a few ioi A
Annfho hie wppk in rattle re- - they are prepared to furnish Bond, for
years and then let him go, whether
opened todfty wth 2600O head) the Bidder in the sum of $2,500.00, in
knows anything or not I believe that! market mostly steady, weak on me-- case he is awarded contract
For Sale. Four work mules, twe
In case of failure on the part of Bid mares, one horse, one wagon; farm
if a pupil knew that he would be
dium and low grade stockers, pretty
in school until he had acquired a cer active on all kinds, in spite of exces- der to enter into Contract and the implements; 26 young cows; 17 calves
tain amount of knowledge, he would sive supplies at Chicago and St Louis furnishing of a satisfactory Surety all kinds of Feed stuff. 9 miles south
become more anxious to attend
with lower reports from those points Bond, the check shall, be forfeited to of Clayton. Mrs. J. D. Cole, Clayton,
larly and thus be free sooner to join Hogs sold 5 to 10 lower early,' packers the Village as liquidated damages.
N. M.
The Contractor will be paid in cash
the active world.
demanding a greater decline late sales
The Village of Clayton, New Mex,
New Mexico has no provision for an a compromise, sheep and lambs steady,
The Citizen is the paper to read,
T. H. RKEY, Mayor.
attendance officer,' such provision
Beef Cattle
should be made. He would come into
White Face steers raised and fed in Attest:
M. R. JONES, Village Clerk.
flose contact with the home, the school Southwest Missouri set a new ihgh
nd the child. Therefore, his, or her, record price here today at $11.75, 1555 Dated November 22, 1916.
qualifications must be other than that lbs. acerage. Other good steers sold
ef crony with some member of the around $11. short fed steers $9 to
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
board, because he is town marshal, be $10.50. Summer grazed cattle fed thir- State of New Mexico, County of Union
cause of long residence in the commun ty or sixty days are bringing $8.50 to
In the District Court of Union
ity, or because he needs the emolu- $9.50, an agreeablie surprise to own- County Judicial District of New Mex
ments of the office. First of all an at ers in most cases. Western grass
GEORGE CONLEY
tendance officer must know something steers sell at $8 or better, and plain
No. 1919
vs.
of children and be able to see things little steers weighing around 900 lbs.
ANNIE M. CONLEY
from their viewpoint. He must be in bring $6.75 to $7.25. Cows advanced
The said defendant Annie M. Con
aimnathv with the efforts of the 25 cents last week, best cowá up to ley is hereby notified that a suit in
school. He will visit all homes and $8, odd head of Colorado grass cows at Divorce has been commenced against
will do much toward bringing about that price, fair to good cows $6.15 to you in the District Court for the Coun
a better cooperation of the home and $7.25 canners $4.50 to $5.00. Canners ty of Union, Eighth Judicial District
HERE
the school which will help in securing are selling a good 50 cents higher here of the State of New Mexico, by said
GOOD PEOPLE
Is
a better attendance.
than at Chicago. Veals are higher, Plaintiff George Conley, for an abso
A Lumber Yard
The problem of bad attendance goes up to $11.
lute Divorce from the defendant, on
Filled
beyond the attendance officer and
the grounds of desertion and abandon
Stockers and Feeders
Stem
to Sterm
From
compulsory laws. It enters the home
With
Good kinds are selling about like ment; as more fully set forth in the
a
with
closely
allied
and is
The Best Lumber
Monday of Jast week. Ten cars of bill of complaint filed in said action
And
zation of the grades. The junior high Choice Panhandle stock calves, 4UU ids and that unless you enter or cause to
Building Material
school, industrial courses, improved sold at $8, and forty or fifty cars of be entered your appearance in said
While Nothing Keeps Rotter
methods and aims, in connection with a well bred Panhandle yearlings sold at suit on or before the 5th day of JanThan
to.
much
do
will
law as suggested,
Well Seasoned Lumber
$7.25 to $7.35, with 10 per cent of the uary A. D. 1917, decree
m
We Bought It
ward eliminating
and Judgment by Default
total weight at $6. Plain stoc 3teers
Let us hope that our next spII at Í6.25 to $1) 75, common thin therein will be rendered against you.
TO SELL TO YOU
school.
To Keep
legislature will take steps to change steers under $6. Five cars of Kansas
In Witness Whereof, I have hereun
Prove
seal
said
of
and
the
to
my
hand
our present law, which has been
set
6
lbs,
and
1150
50,
feeders sold at $7
It's Lasting Qualitites
this
Mexico
New
Clayton,
failure.
cars of steers a little fleshier, but or Court at
dinarily classed as feeders, sold at 13th day of November A. D. 1916.
LLEWELLYN HAS INSIDE
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
$7.90 to killers. A few fleshy feeders (Seal).
TRACK IN SPEAKER'S RACE
&
Blue, Attorneys for 3SÜ3
Woodward
are going out up to $8.85, plain thin
Plaintiff, Clayton, N. M.
Santa Fe, Nov. 18. Major W. H. II feders down to $6.50.
Hogs
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buyers
Order
speak
the
for
to
date
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most
the
ION COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
10
lower,
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been
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estate of
progressive and Roosevelt leader, it is hogs, $9.80 for medium, $9.70 for In the matter of the.
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for
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prices
lights.
Packers
please
believed that his election will
of Final Settlement
hogs after the
bought
Notice
25
lower,
but
party
of
the
wing
progressive
the
of
Public Notice, is hereby given by
while the standpatters at the same noon hour 15 to 20 lower, unbulk
the undersigned, in pursuance of an
time feel that he has legislative ex sales $9.30 to $9.75 receipts were
YOU
good
improved
a
r rder of the above Court, duly m e
has
Quality
perience and will therefore prove val
'
hi
tiled
his
has
hs
De
ago.
and signed, that
unhlp. Havincr nledeed himself to deal over two or three weeks
estate; and that
prohibition, no opposition is expected mand has been extra strong at Kansas report in the above
will be hud before
in
thereof
top
hearing
same
as
Friday
the
WHEN YOU TRADE
top
here
City,
the
while
advocates,
from the dry
of January
Spanish-Americaare declared to be Chicago and St. Louis, and bulk of mid Court on the 3rd day
WITH
all persons having
especially friendly to him and he may sales above those markets, and action 1917. Any and
ve
final report
GEO. H. WADE & CO.
in logis of packers today was an effort to es objections to auth
count on their
to appear beforo the
notified
hereby
markets.
those
margin
under
"Clayton's Betcr Store"
a
tnblish
be
to
is
lative matters. Great care
hearing day, and presexercised in the selection of commit- They had poor success in doing it top Court on said
objections.
tees by the speaker, so that at any here only 10 cents under extreme top ent their
Dated November 10th, 1916.
today.
Chicago
in
of
out
get
measure
may
a
he
time
John .T. Grass, Administrator.
Sheep and Lambs
committee, if it is desired.
and
Receipts were only 4,000,
In the senate, John S. Clark, of E.
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L COOK
Real Estate

and Stuck Exchange
Hail Insurance
Farm Loans.
Bldg.
Up Stairs

JOSEPH GILL
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

New Mex.

Clayton

d'f-ftae- nt

ptc-sen-

WOODWARD

BLUE

&

ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

Clayton, N. M.

SEE

G. C.

SMITH

For Real Estate and Insurance.
Contest Cases Handled
Efficiently
Office in

First Natl Bank Bldg.

E D. STROHM

at-th-

-

FARM LOANS. INSURANCE
Real Estate. Money Loaned on
Five, Seven and Ten Year
Terms. Office over Lord's Studio
Clayton, N. M.
Phone 178.

THE MARKETS

L.

kl

COL E. U. JACOBS
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
I cry sales anywhere. Farm
sales a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Rates reasonable.
Call, write or wire me for dates.

flDt.

--

1H. AD.

Fidelity Abstract Co.
Incorporated
Abstracts, Plats, Conveyancing,
Notary

D. A.

Paddock

Secretary
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

HILL BROTHERS
DRAY,

TRANSFER-GENER-

AL

HAULING

Ph?ne
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Big Jo Lumber Co.

Dora,
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C.
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I. O. O. F.
Clayton Lodge No.

Meetings

every

43

Thursday

at

7:30, in I. O. O. F. Hall in Pal-

mer Building. Visiting members always welcome.
L. E. BYRNE, N. G.
JOHN WINCHESTER, Sec.

Buy for Cash

12,-00- 0.

Pay Less

SOCIALIST PARTY OF AMERICA
Clayton Local
Meets Every First and Third Monday
in Office of A. J. McDonald, Sect.
Visiting Comrades Welcome
JOIN YOUR.
WORKING MEN
PARTY

LET US DO YOUR JOB WORK.
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
PROOFS ALWAYS SUBMITTED,

4"
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Otto --Johnson Mercan tite Co.
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LOW PRICE MAKERS'

EVERYTHING TO EAT AND WEAR

QUALITY STORES
.,!

-

Pure worsteds these days are almost as rare as blue moons.
But we have them, and not 10 per cent. Cotton or even
5 per cent cotton but . 100 per cent. All wool, in our
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Kirschbaum Clothes
Nothing like them in town for soft lustrousness, for tailor-
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ing qualities, for all round service ability.

fabric the surpassing beauty of Kirschbaum design and
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the thoroughness of Kirschbaum workmanship and

you

have a suit value which it is utterly impossible to dupli-
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cate under conditions prevailing in the clothing

world

today.

$15, $20, and $25
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Mercantile Co. Stores

O-- J.

Will furnish your table 20 per cent cheaper than any other
store and in most instances give you a fresher and better
grade of food.
PURE EXTRACTED HONEY NEW CROP
1

I

Pint Jars
Quart Jars

.

Gallon Jars
60 lb. Cans, pr pound
-2

35c
60c
85c
13c

50c

Sorghum

SWEET POTATOES
One of the most economical of foods. The stock is fine and
will keep. Buy 00 pounds before further advance. Per
1

$2.50

hundred pounds
APPLES
Buy a bushel, while

down. Per bushel
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House or Barn comes up and it takes Tools to Build them.
,1

We wish to call your attention

o our line of Carpenter

Tools. In all kinds we carry Standard brands, the "Just

SPECIAL IN FLOUR

National Stoves
and Ranges
grade line,

made to last and give the best
service. It has every modern
improvement

combined with

To the Man
Who

Figures

points that have made the
National line so popular are

Closely

and

makes his $ Count when he

1

buys

Builders

Hardware

very attractive design. The

We offer a suggestion

that

would pay him to visit our

Store.

the materials from which they
are made, the care exercised, in mounting and fitting, the
good taste displayed in designing

$1.15
24 lb. sack Graham
241b. sack Rye
....$1.15
Water
Original
The
Call for a free sample of Hydro Pura.
Softener and Cleanser.

Buy a Standard

Tool for they seldom have to be replaced.

A strictly high

Mercantile Co. holds the price
$1.75

JAMS AND JELLIES
Just received a full line of Beach Nut brand of Jams and
Jellies.
35c
Large Size
20c
Medium size
CALF MEAL
Sell your milk and raise yourcalf on Calf Meal. Your milk
will bring several times the cost of raising a calf on Calf
$1.00
Meal. 25 lb. sack

Otto-Johnso- n

Now that the crop is Harvested, the question of a. New

as good" kind can be had anywhere.

SORGHUM
O.-- J.

Hardware Dept.

and

their

moderate

price. We have National Stoves to suit you, come in and
let us show you.

Mercantile Company
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